
                                                               Bookings from Bookings 
 
If your datebook is full, your future is BRIGHT!   Hurry & do whatever it takes to get 8 
parties/experiences (any kid of GROUP appt w/3+ peeps!) on your datebook so that 5 will hold!   
THEN use this method of staying on the books w/referrals and bookings from bookings.  Below is a great 
way to get them thinking who...or you can always use the contest method of the first one to fill in all the 
names and phone numbers get a prize from you! (From ISD Julie Potts)…OR the Fabulous Game.  INSD 
Jeanie T prefers using the back of the profile & this method below to THINK about the women they’re 
referring!  Approx 5-7 names causes them to be more “choosy” in referrals…& it isn’t intimidating!   
Referrals:  On the back of the customer profile there is a place for referrals (approx 7).  One idea to 
make sure you get 5-7 new names from each guest at your appt is to ask the questions below.   
There are different ways to recognize her contribution:  give one ticket per name/number written & 
hold a prize drawing @ end of party; give a gift for filling in ALL the names/numbers; a combination of 
the two;  when the guests have filled in all the names and phone numbers, they get to choose a gift 
from a bag/bowl (sample sizes, classic items); or even $1 toward their purchase at that appt for every 
name/number written.  A great incentive?  An additional prize for the person who completes the list the 
FASTEST !   
 
Questions from ISD Julie Potts:   
In the 1st blank, ask them to write down a person that they care about. (like, really really care about, 
near and dear to their heart) 
In the 2nd blank, ask them to write down someone they know who needs to be pampered. (Getting 
married, going through divorce, just had a baby, lost family member, etc.) 
In the 3rd blank, ask them to write down someone they know who likes to try new things. (the cute 
trendy girl who always has the latest fashion, loves to shop, influencer) 
In the 4th blank, ask them to write down someone who's never tried Mary Kay before. (doubt she's ever 
tried Mary Kay or even any for that matter) 
In the 5th blank, ask them to write down someone who may enjoy learning about the Mary Kay business 
opportunity. (Could be the domestic diva who keeps it all together the woman with the MBA that works 
60 hours a week, corporate job and income but never sees her family) 
In the additional blanks, choose two special categories that are important to you… 
(Don't forget to refer to your question list when calling your referrals. Let them know why their name 
was written down.) This also gives guests their ready-made list to invite when they have scheduled their 
follow-up appointment with you for their glamour/follow up & are inviting friends to make it a “party” 
or experience!   
 
Bookings from Bookings: 

1.  The referral list already made gives them confidence in turning their follow up appt into a group 
appt during the individual consultation, because they’ve already made “the list”. 

2. Talk about the follow-up appt/second appt/glamour appt at least 7 times DURING your flip-chart 
presentation!  It won’t be a surprise when it’s one of the three things you discuss during her 
individual consultation!  She’ll know it’s part of the service you provide. 

3. Have a gorgeous reuseable box/bag in the middle of the table – so gorgeous that they can’t help 
but ask what it is.  When someone does, say, “OH!  That’s what our hostess, Suzy, is receiving 
tonight as a special gift from me when two of you choose to turn your follow-up appt into a 
party/experience & share it with a few girlfriends!” Inside the bag have a small empty compact – 
and update everyone on the # of bookings during the individual-consultation portion of the 
appt.  The HOSTESS will help you get those parties booked…and now she has a compact to fill. 


